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SVEN PS-260 Speaker, 10W Bluetooth (black)
The  SVEN  PS-260  speaker  will  become  a  source  of  positive  energy  in  any  situation.  Its  attractive  design  stands  out  thanks  to  its
translucent casing walls, which conceal a backlighting system with 12 modes. The 52 mm transducer provides solid sound from 120 Hz to
20 kHz.  The unit's  power  output  reaches 10 watts,  and its  compact  design allows for  convenient  transportation.  You'll  connect  it  to  a
sound source via Bluetooth. You can also connect 2 speakers to amplify the sound, create a stereo effect and impressive lighting. A wired
connection  is  also  available.  A  2,000  mAh  rechargeable  battery  provides  long  runtime.  The  speaker  also  offers  a  built-in  display  that
supports files from a USB drive or MicroSD card. You can also listen to FM radio.
 
Rediscover music
Take your music experience to a new level. With an impressive speaker output power of 10 watts, every tune gains depth. The extensive
frequency range of 120 to 20,000 Hz will make sure you hear every detail - from the lowest bass to the highest tones. The 52mm driver
further enhances the sound, creating a unique musical experience. Discover the essence of every song with the PS-260!
 
12 backlighting modes
Multi-color interactive RGB backlighting will make your SVEN speaker the soul of any event. It offers as many as 12 modes, so you'll liven
up any meeting by selecting the perfect lighting! The device also looks stunning in the dark. Enjoy a unique atmosphere at any party.
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The  PS-260  can  also  imitate  the  flickering  flame  of  a  large  candle  or  bonfire.  It  works  wonderfully  as  a  night  light  source,  gently
illuminating the space - whether accompanied by music or not.
 
Reliable connection
Bluetooth technology will allow you to enjoy a reliable connection with your device over a distance of up to 10 meters. Simply pair your
phone with the acoustic  system to freely listen to your  favorite  music,  podcasts  or  audiobooks.  What's  more,  you can open up a new
dimension of sound with TWS technology, allowing you to wirelessly connect 2 speakers to a single sound source. The powerful sound
and interactive light show will create moments you will long remember.
 
Multiple playback options
Save  your  favorite  songs  to  a  USB  drive  or  microSD  card  to  enjoy  their  sound  without  having  to  connect  additional  devices  to  the
speaker! The PS-260 also offers a built-in FM receiver - so you can choose a radio station and delight in a variety of music throughout the
day. The antenna in the form of a cable, connected to the AUX jack, provides exceptional reception quality. Listen to music the way you
like it, using the full potential of the speaker!
 
Included:
Speaker
USB/USB-C power cable
Mini-jack/mini-jack audio cable
User manual
	Manufacturer
	SVEN
	Model
	PS-260
	Output power (RMS)
	10 W
	Frequency range
	120 - 20 000Hz
	Transducer 
	Ø 52 mm
	Rated current
	0,17 A
	Wireless connection
	Bluetooth
	Power supply 
	Rechargeable lithium-ion battery 3.7 V, 2000 mAh (7.40 Wh)
	USB
	DC 5 V
	Power connector type 
	USB-C
	Dimensions
	93 x 93 x 210 mm
	Weight
	600 g
	Color 
	black
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Price:

€ 40.00

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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